Maintain seal integrity with Nordson MEDICAL gaskets. We have a complete line, covering all common sizes from 3/4” to 6” in platinum-cured silicone. Keeping customer requirements in mind, these components were manufactured for applications requiring the highest sanitary standards and chemical purity.

BUY ONLINE AT NORDSONMEDICAL.COM/SHOP

MAINTAINING SEAL INTEGRITY
Nordson MEDICAL’s gasket material options include Class VI compliant PTFE/EPDM and platinum-cured silicone in sizes that fit the 3/4” mini flange, 1-1/2” maxi flange, 2” flange, 3” flange, 4” flange, and 6” flange. Keeping customer requirements in mind, these components were manufactured for applications requiring the highest sanitary standards and chemical purity.

Tuf-flex® sanitary gaskets are unitized and will maintain ID without re-torquing or leaking.

CUSTOM ASSEMBLY
Nordson MEDICAL produces standard components to fit your current assemblies and devices, but we also provide custom solutions by applying a variety of assembly options, such as joining fittings, connectors, filters, and other components to tubing. From systems using a single fitting to complex configurations utilizing various components, our team can design complete assemblies to your requirements.

GASKET FEATURES & BENEFITS
- Maintains seal integrity
- Class VI-compliant materials
- 100% virgin raw materials and colorants
- Excellent wear performance
- Complete material traceability

Browse our online store, with more than 9,600 stock components and technologies, most ready to ship within 24 hours.